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CPC Test Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WVLD</td>
<td>Nov. 7, 1994</td>
<td>0000-0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZCA</td>
<td>Nov. 7, 1994</td>
<td>0230-0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCIW</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 1994</td>
<td>0100-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGNV</td>
<td>Nov. 14, 1994</td>
<td>0000-0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKBW</td>
<td>Nov. 14, 1994</td>
<td>0000-0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLYZ</td>
<td>Nov. 14, 1994</td>
<td>0100-0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOZD</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 1994</td>
<td>0300-0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KROD</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1994</td>
<td>0300-0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDRM</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1994</td>
<td>0200-0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTRN</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1994</td>
<td>0000-0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGX</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 1994</td>
<td>0100-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMMN</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 1994</td>
<td>0100-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEJM</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 1994</td>
<td>0130-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVKO</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 1994</td>
<td>0130-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGLS</td>
<td>Dec. 3, 1994</td>
<td>0130-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHBY</td>
<td>Dec. 5, 1994</td>
<td>0100-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLZC</td>
<td>Dec. 6, 1994</td>
<td>0230-0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJBW</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 1994</td>
<td>0200-0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCBJ</td>
<td>Dec. 24, 1994</td>
<td>0015-0045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WRLB-1230 - 200 Water St. - East Providence, RI 02914 will conduct a DX test between 1220 and 1800 EST, Monday, Nov. 14. The test will include electronic music, voice IDs, and Morse code IDs. Reception reports may be sent to Mr. Craig Sheats (NHU), Engineer, Arranged by J.D. Stephens for the IRCAPC.

WILY-1210 - F.O. Box 1825 - Centralia, IL 62801 will conduct a DX test between 1200 and 1300 EST, Monday, Nov. 14. The test will include voice IDs, and an unspecified selection of music. Reception reports may be sent to Mr. Peter Decker, Jr., Arranged by J.D. Stephens for the IRCAPC.

CQX-946 - 140 South St. East, Fourth Floor - Yorkton, SK S3N 3Y8, Canada, will conduct a DX test between 1:00 and 9:00 EST, Monday, Nov. 28. The test will include voice IDs, Morse code IDs, and country music at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM. Reception reports may be sent to Mr. Kevin Osmak, CE, Arranged by J.D. Stephens for the IRCAPC.

WMMN-570 - F.O. Box 609 - Munster, IN 46321 will conduct a DX test between 1:00 and 3:00 EST, Monday, Nov. 28. The test will include voice IDs, Morse code IDs, and country music at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM. Reception reports may be sent to Mr. Doug Scott, Operations Manager, Arranged by J.D. Stephens for the IRCAPC.

KFM-1370 - Box 1137 - Grand Forks, ND 58202 will conduct a DX test between 1:00 and 2:00 EST Monday, Nov. 28. The test will include voice IDs, Morse code IDs, and country music at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM. Reception reports may be sent to Mr. Doug Scott, Operations Manager, Arranged by J.D. Stephens for the IRCAPC.

DX Time Machine

From the pages of DX News...

38 years ago... from the November 11, 1956 DX: Hank Wilkinson, Baltimore, MD reported excellent DX reception on November 1 and 8, noting that the lower-frequency stations faded out before those on the higher frequencies, he therefore started DXing at the lower-frequency end of the band.

25 years ago... from the November 8, 1969 DX: Russ Edwards took over DXN from Randy Kone, who took over the coordination of the mailing of DXN.

22 years ago... from the November 12, 1971 DX: As producer, Greg Hamilton announced the Key World Show DX Special originating from KABQ-790 on December 15.
### FCC announces AM Expanded Band Allocations

The long wait is finally over as DX News readers get their first look at the stations being allocated to the expanded broadcast band. This is the list of stations that are eligible to apply for Construction Permits to operate in the now-allocated 1600 to 1700 kHz band. Although the FCC first brought this space for hundreds of stations, the final list contains only 79. Stations requesting a move to the expanded band but not selected have 30 days to file for reconsideration of the allotment plan with arguments limited to addressing errors in the selection process. That 30-day period began 10-18-94. After this period or when no arguments have been submitted, the allotments become an official part of the FCC AM Engineering Database (commonly called the Master Inventory).

The Commission will then issue a Public Notice of the finality of the Allotment Plan and call for applications to be filed. Stations on the list will then have 60 days in which to file an application for their Construction Permit. After the FCC accepts this application for filing, the application will be put on a "cut-off list" and will be subject to comments to delay but not to competing applications. The term "cut-off" is a code word for the inventory. In its usual fashion, the FCC has made the whole process as cumbersome and complicated as possible but that not withstanding we expect this list will very closely reflect the final list. Yet to be announced is the fate of the allocations issued to stations which opted to NOT file applications for a CP. Will these allocations go up for grabs among other stations that did not make the cut or will they simply be eliminated from the inventory? Again the FCC's veracity on some aspects is matched by its vagueness on others. Frequencies listed after each station are their current operating frequencies.

### AM pioneers chosen for expanded band

#### Seventy-nine stations to move to expanded frequency of 1600–1700 kHz

The FCC has chosen 79 AM stations to take a crack at moving into the expanded AM band. The Commission staff noted the plan after the current 1580-1700 kHz band was decreed against a petition from two engineers to expand the band. The FCC concluded that it would support the petition, which would allow to reduce interference in the AM band by expanding the new station service to the new spectrum. The band is marked 880 kHz, which is to mark a new service for the current band. The FCC took care to ensure that no stations would be affected by the new band. The existing network of stations would continue to operate as before, but some issues have been discovered in the application process. The FCC is currently reviewing these issues to ensure that the band is used efficiently and effectively.

#### Proposed expanded AM band allocations (in kHz)

- **1600 kHz**: Station A, Station B, Station C...
- **1610 kHz**: Station D, Station E, Station F...
- **1620 kHz**: Station G, Station H, Station I...
- **1630 kHz**: Station J, Station K, Station L...
- **1640 kHz**: Station M, Station N, Station O...
- **1650 kHz**: Station P, Station Q, Station R...
- **1660 kHz**: Station S, Station T, Station U...
- **1670 kHz**: Station V, Station W, Station X...
- **1680 kHz**: Station Y, Station Z, Station A1...

These stations will move to the expanded band over a period of time, with the FCC providing guidance and oversight. Each station will be allowed to transition from its current frequency to the new expanded band without significant interference to existing stations. The FCC is committed to ensuring a smooth transition for all stations involved.
Domestic DX Digest
West: Bill Hale MTFH124@Prodigy.com
495 Creekside Drive - Meridian, ID 83642-3421
East: Dave Braun 75320, 667870@compuServe.com
11 Mill Bend Acres - Wyoming, DE 19933-9523
DX Catches in the U.S. and Canada, with 24-hr. EIT

DDXD-W

MEDIUM WAVE RAMUNAS

John says hearing the WA2XAU test... Reminded me of the good old days of the late 60s and early 60s when many Sunday night DX tests were aired. Sometimes even on Graveyard frequencies. Looking forward to hearing many new stations on the new 4000 frequencies. Shawn said, "The Valhalla site is almost ready for you to hear. Format DX includes TPs on 702, 774, and 828. Todd's in a new location (top of a building), and things are looking up. Neal's report arrived one day after his phone call. (It's Thursday, Do You Know Where Your DX Report is?), along with glowing remarks about his WF5SW. (He has two), Maybe we can get a receiver review out of him for DX News. Yes, Neal. You are in the NRC West. And don't forget it. Thanks to Jim Bohn of San Antonio for the Express-News radio-related articles. The only AM to show in the Alamo City's latest ratings are KTSA-950 O, KONO-950, and WOAI (10)."

Dave Whitham checks in with his over-600 grave yard accomplishments. But no picture of his 20-year ham radio build!

I'm working on a list of DX News subscribers when I printed the list of Graveyard station which were up for grab. I completely forgot about those NRC members who subscribe to the DX Crystal Clear, and whose reports should still be recognized (good thing I saved the old ones, ha), So there will be some stuffing, but we'll have things straightened out shortly.

When reporting by any means, be sure to include your location and equipment. Fill your mailing address, only if you request. Deadlines are Saturdays.

REPORTERS

GS-BC Gray Seringeour Victoria camail
JT-MO John Tudenham Joplin
SA-MS Shawn Alexander Winnipeg JCOM 170-w PL modules & FLAM board = 4 box loop. Quantum Loop, or 10 yr
TB-KS Todd Brandenburg Toggen DX 440 barefoot
FB-WR Jack Woods Waldport ICF-2400, ANL-1 outdoor loop
TR-IL Thomas J. Rehrse Chicago ICF-2400 with built-in antenna
NAP-AL Neil Parer Madison ICF-2100W barefoot
WACHC Bruce Winkelmann AASCO Tubes 7R, MAVDIX-3.5, 2 band wires
FA-ID Frank Aden Boise modified TR-7, modified TR-7, Sony SRF-42 AM walkman + 45 longies, 4 bit loop. GS-TN
George Smith Debra Superliss
DE-MQ Dennis Dyer Jefferson City Superadio 150 barefoot
JE-MN Jon Ellis Maple Grove GP-SFRII with Select-A-Tones

Ed-ID Editor Meridian

The NRC AM Radio Log, 15th Edition, is the standard listing of AM radio stations in the U.S. and Canada. Cross-referenced, 3 hole punched for standard binders. Only $16.95 to U.S. and Canadian members; $19.95 to U.S. non-NRC members; $20.95 Canadian non-NRC members. Airmail to Latin America, $21.00; Europe, $24.00; rest of the world: $28.00.

Order from: NRC Publications - Box 164 - Mansfield, NY 14544 - (NY residents, please add sales tax)
DX AND EQUIPMENT TESTS

960 WPMR-PA Mount Pleasant - 10/17 0030 - Very poor, with a couple of tentative CDS. No ID.

1150 WQCE-AI Geneva - 10/16 1012 - Poor, with key and voice DRS. (TR-IT)

1210 WTLJ-IL Centralia - 10/17 0100 - Not heard. Only WGME present. (TR-IL)

1590 WKCY-OK Waterford - 10/13 0610 - Not heard. (SA-MB)

1490 KEBR-TX Brownsville - 10/13 0810 - Not heard. (SA-MB)

1610 KAZX-PA Richland - 10/17 0227 - After hearing a solid carrier for a few minutes, caught a good VFD at 0217. No QRM. (JT-MO)

KAZX-PA Richland - 10/10 0220 - Steady signal, but not very strong. Heard CDS, but not the voice given by man and woman. (TB-KS)

KAZX-PA Richland - 10/10 0200-0250 - Voice back today. (1/0/19). [Reported last week - Ed.] (PA-ID)

MIDNIGHT TO 0400 HOURS ELT

530 CIAO ON Brampton - 10/16 0300 - End of talk by man and woman in undl language. Man with Boots. Possibly from a college town.

540 WYLO WI Jackson - 10/12 0335 - EL 35A by Earl Starr for Garden City Ranch and toll free 800 number for contributions. WYLO Weather (now in the mid-40s). New here. Labeled 400 vote rates. (NAP-AL)

550 WASC AL Atmore - 9/16 0300 - WASC, your official Gulf Coast weather station, 243 vote rates. (NAP-AL)

570 WXNC OH Cincinnati - 9/22 0210 - CEM music, a couple of IDs and mention of Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Gardens. New. (SA-MB)

640 KFI CA Los Angeles - 10/9 0417 - With AM 600, talk promo for Rush Limbaugh program. At AM 780, as KFI and K-Rock. Any Californian is welcome here and this is the best line on a little portable receiver. (NAP-AL) [Said. I told you he'd brag - Ed.]

670 WNBC NC Fayetteville - 10/9 0210 - ID, and talk radio all night long. New. (NAP-AL)

680 CJOB MB Winnipeg - 10/2 0500 - Fair, with KNNB & KFMB, with Manitoba's Information Station shows, syndicated talk show from Vancouver. Hosted discussion of Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Phone 1-800-667-0940. (TR-KS)

730 WBBI AL Madison - 10/1 0015 - Newsradio 720, WBBI. (DE-MO)

750 XKL OR Portland - 10/1 0732 - Good with KXL and back into talk program. Not needed, but here. (SA-MB)

940 GIGX SK Yorkon - 10/1 0715 - With CHM, Country music ID, GIGX. (JE-MN)

960 WRCB AL Birmingham - 10/1 0310 - NewsTalk 650 WRCB. Ad for Rush Limbaugh. After KMA sign off. Over/under CTC. (DE-MO)

970 WDAY ND Fargo - 10/1 0115 - ID during talk show, DMEOW. (DE-MO)

980 WVVK TN Knoxville - 10/1 0215 - Weather, news, Rush Limbaugh's update at 0215. (DE-MO)

CBW MB Winnipeg - 10/1 0742-0745 - Promised the one with Canadian sports report, mentioned of Winnipeg, into music. (BW-OK)

1630 WCTS MN Maplewood - 9/28 0630 - Good, with sign on. No SSB. Now in AM Stereo. (SA-MB)

1890 WUBL MI Sterling Heights - 9/29 0640 - Fair, with a no-SSS sign on. (SA-MB)

1980 WBAJ-MD Baltimore - 10/1 0737 - CBS after a spot by Spindrifts. Spiroting News at 0730. With KAAY/CLKX. First non-AM test reception from Baltimore. (JE-MN)

1130 R. Martin FL Marathon Key - 10/1 0115 - Very poor, with Caribbean music. Under WHAM. New. (TR-FL)

1330 WTPC SC Greer - 10/1 0430 - With ID, and talk. New. (SA-MB)

1500 KSTP MN St. Paul - 10/1 0200 - With weather, cold. 20s in outlying areas. ID. (NAP-AL)

1570 WZCC NY New Albany - 10/1 0205 - ID and mention of Kentucky. (Very close to Louisville). In a mix of stations. Listed as 223 watts at night. New. (NAP-AL)

1590 KPOZ WA Seattle - 10/1 0744 - Good, with Positive Country, KPOZ has 4 ID into country gospel. (JE-RKZ) New. (SA-MB)

6000 TO 6400 HOURS ELT

1050 KBJN AR Little Rock - 10/1 0748 - With talk ID, dark DJ into religious talk. Local XGTA not on till 0500. (BW-OK)

1100 WDZ IL Decatur - 10/1 0640 - On top with call ID, brief weather, CNN News, then idle under XGTA. (BW-OK)

1050 KSCO CA Santa Cruz - 10/1 0248 - Fair with ID, slogan Tell Around the Bay. AP News Network. Under XGTA. (JE-WO)

1140 KVPY OK Oklahoma City - 10/1 0035-0741 - Approved the one with a live remote from the First Baptist Church of Houston. Interviewers with tracts asking them what they are eating for breakfast. Another DX ID first - a remote from a church! No ID heard but there is a First Baptist Church in OKC. (BW-OK)

1130 KOSE NY Omaha - 10/1 0945 - CDS music, 1150 KOL. Unusual here. Must have been on at 23 km transmitter. Soon licks WLCX. (DE-MO)

1570 KBST AR Forbes - 10/1 0931 - Swap Shop show. Number given matched that given in NRC Log. Over WGWZ for about five minutes, then gone. (DE-MO)

1600 TO 2400 HOURS ELT

530 CIAO ON Brampton - 10/11 2200 - Heard Clear DJ. Woman speaking what sounded like Korean. Not much luck of getting them at 1570. (DE-MO)

559 WYAR FL Orange Park - 9/24 2359 and 9/25 2350 - IDs in prequel to REL on 9/25. Listed as 50 watts. New. (NAP-AL)

600 KHTF CA Redding - 10/12 2350 - Fair to poor, with news and talk. Frequent IDs as KBRE. Mentioned Hilltop and Cypress, an intersection where some event was to take place. NBC News. First time heard. (JE-WO)

620 WKNI AL Lexington - 10/1 0353 - With slogan Tic Tac radio 620 WKNI. (DE-MO)


690 KRCO OR Prineville - 10/14 2050 - Fair, with stock market report, then an ad for Coast-To-Coast Sports on Prineville. Mentioned KRCO. Rare here. (JE-WO)

710 KFEA CA Carmichael - 10/10 2110 - Fair, with religious program. Under football talk from KRCO. (JE-WO)

720 WKBW NY Buffalo - 10/1 0400 - Excellent, with Mexican music. ID as WIFI in Spanish. Not the usual format. (SA-MB) They do air some Spanish. (JE-WO)

750 WWWK KY Louisville - 10/1 0454 - With WED. Unusual here. WMIC is usual. (JE-MO)

810 WGY NY Schenectady - 9/28 2308 - With Dr. John Brown. 'Radio's favorite psychologist'. Poor, heavy QRM. (GSS-TN)

830 WCOS MN Minneapolis - 9/18 2255 - Ad for publication Best of the Mall. The Easy Listening Shop at 970 and others. Art, that brings to Monday Night Football. (GSS-TN)

850 WCBS NY New York - 9/20 2015 - ID as Newsradio 88, then ad for Global Investment, then news and weather. Good, solid signal. (GSS-TN)

910 KLCN AL Blytheville - 10/15 2323 - Ad for football game broadcast, into AC. Over/under KBV. (DE-MO)

930 WRVC WV Huntington - 10/1 0500 - Heard ID only, then gone. (DE-MO)

960 KZJM MO Cape Girardeau - 2135 - ID as Newsradio 960 WKKM. If you miss news radio, you must listen. (GSS-TN)

980 WCOE OH Dayton - 10/1 0751 - Over nationally weak local KEJE with National Sports Talk, WYNE 9590 at 951, ABC News at 2100. (JE-MN)

990 KRMO MO Kansas City - 10/1 2035 - Fair, with religious theme. (JE-KZ)

1010 WHIN TN Gallatin - 10/1 0220 - Ad for football game, WIVN and car to car. Over a lot of stations. (DE-MO)

1029 KCKK NM Roswell - 10/1 2325 - With QJID, 1050, ID into music, another very clear call ID at 2325. Remember this call in Kansas City in the early 70s, don't remember frequency though. (BW-OK)

1059 KLOH MN Pipestone - 10/1 0220 - With L&V music topping jingle. Call ID into music now. (BW-OK)
GRAVEYARD DX UPDATE

1320 kHz

WBLJ GA Dalton Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 776

1240 kHz

KCCR SD Pierre Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 1022

1350 kHz

KICK MO Springfield Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 822

1450 kHz

KSMJ MO Sikeson Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 679

1450 kHz

KSOL CA San Francisco Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 2244

PSR FM FL Sarasota Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 1111

WHSO SC Savannah Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 615

1490 kHz

WTUP MS Tupelo Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 783

Totals Dave Whitmough Hamilton, ON 1270 1250 1330 1410 1490 1490 Total 41 2 10

Cemetery DX UPDATE

* Indicates North American record

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN DXRD

NEWS AND VIEWS

Lots of new reports join us this year, as we welcome David Fence from Towm-Towm, PA. Tom Beam at Whitney, MA. Lynn Collins at Jacksonville, FL. Gordon Anderson of Dayton, OH, and David Evans from Denver, CO. David mentions that he has signed up for the two-month absence from the NRC. Also good to get a report from Karl Lesner. Welcome to all of you who hope to hear from you from here on.

I normally type this column on Saturday or Sunday, so during the season anything I get in that column will be included. You can usually get me on the phone on Sunday, and it will be included.

If you want your mailing address or e-mail address included in the list of contributors, please let me know before you send the log. My e-mail addresses are DPH106@pg.com and 7520-129 (CompuServe). Let us know what we’re hearing this season. It seems to be a good one.

SPECIAL

750 WWLF FL Lake Placid - 1010 0530 - New station, shown as not on the air in the new NRC Log, heard with TK IDs and promos. Good signal and talkative QSO. Since this is supposed to be an equipment fault, this could be a QSO.

1050 WBGO NV Point Pleasant - 10 1200 - Not on the air, not heard while driving through town.

1160 WMAI GA East Point - 1010 0400 - Metro Atlanta’s newest AM station is on the air with adult format. Live on 1040 following Wilson (Kitterick, GA #196, 8-6-73).

DX TESIS

960 WPMR PA Mount Pocono - 1017 0030-0140 - Not heard, only QSO station and WFR (DDE). Not heard. heard 1016-0045 but WFR was dominant with program & talk about the station.

1210 WILY IL Centralia - 1017 0100-0130 - Nothing but WCMC (DDE). Not heard. heard.

1290 KKA NE Omaha - 1003 0100-0130 - Few heard at 10 WBY and WKO with code IDs, a brash voice and an ELL instrumental. (6-7-73) - Code IDs, novice music station (KTV-CA).- GA 52.

1350 WZZZ NY Fulton - 1010 0500-0530 - Not heard. (KTV-CA)

1550 KWEY OK Weatherford - 1030 0500-0530 - Not heard. (KF258) - Not heard. (KTV-CA)

1600 KBOR TX Brownsville - 1019 0430-0500 - Not heard. (KF258) - Not heard. (KTV-CA)

1620 KXAX PA Richland with code ID alternating with voice IDs by man and woman. (6-7-73). Started late at 0215, alternating male/female voice IDs, code ID in between, ended 0730. (KTV-CA) - LOG - What I thought was KXAX turns out to be this. SF Merchants deplored my tape and says it’s probably not true but the results that were not heard by me, Stitt, Phillips, Swiger. Perhaps I will get some kind of answer to the report that I sent in which I explained that I had a cassette tape available for this listening pleasure. Thanks for sending a report to Charlie the Train (WQCT).
UNID and UNID Help

900 UNID 10/2 0055 - CBC news, ID, NF or MB7 faded. (DY-CI) (New Log shows NF as signing-off at 2300 - do)

1400 UNID 10/15 0730 - Ticked up the end of an ID with "... and WNYN, 1580" back to a phonetic sports intro. Obviously another station ID was given which I missed. WNYN is in Plymouth, Connecticut and the only Connecticut on 1480 is WKNJ in Windsor. Are they related? They aren't near each other geographically. There is also nothing notable nearby in Massachusetts or Rhode Island. Finally, WNYN is only 500 watts. (3-5)

1530 UNID 10/20 1847 - Sign-off fair under WSLI, sounded like WLSI, who's this? (DY-CI) (Several possibilities of calls that could sound that close is WLSI, Lipper, Mi - do)

0800 to 0800 ELT

745 CHCM NF Marysville - 9/14 0137 - Relaying VOICM at the time. Madonna and Bryan Adams songs ID. 019/010, 020/020 "...in Newfoundland and Labrador, VOICM cues. Temp-good. NF 1/11 (CP-FQ)

828 WRAP TX Fort Belvoir - 9/15 0655 - Clod by man. First time received in Canada. Previously heard in VT on car radio in 1986. No sign of CHAM. (BE-CN)

830 WMMO NC Eden - 10/12 1030 - Unheard here, but noted this morning playing old "WRSI" (Greensboro, NC) and then hearing some air personality, just in case you might have heard this on WSOV. (KV-GA)

1920 WMOK IL Metropolitan - 9/14 0555 - Poor with weather, FCCB News. (MB-BK)

WLUV TN Livingston - 10/4 0500 - Fair with ID, weather, political ad, CW music. (MB-IN)

CJCH NSHalifax - 10/17 0726 - Good with WHVU mulled. Coach Moore with the Morning morning sports bite" with lots of local sports results. Local news, ad, announced locally for the Auto Express Grand Stand at North shore. "That's my 10th October.9. CJCH" into The Big Show with John Early with a song by T. Rex called Bang A Gong. (DE-IAa)

930 WKIN MN Aitkin - 10/13 0620 - Good with local ads, weather, CW music, call letters. (MB-MA)

CBZ NB Fredericton - 10/14 0550 - With a discussion of local grocery stores and immigration. Then a call ID and the weather for Fredericton. Clear and strong in a narrow null at WANG and WAKK. (MB-ON)

1900 KAAY AR Little Rock - 9/14 0455 - Good with religious music, ID, Hum of Prophecy, news. (MB-IN)

WKTE NC King - 10/11 0610 - Talkative, late-night announcer, CW music and "AM 10-90. KT9" frequencies. (KV-GA)

WJSM TN Hartsville - 10/11 0615 - Good with fair ID for Citizens Bank of Hartsville, religious music, call letters. (MB-IN)

1110 WKZV PA Washington - 10/13 0640 - Fair with fair ID, sign-off announcement, news, CW music, call letters. (MB-IN)

1130 KAAH AR Easleyville - 10/15 0630 - Fair with religious program ending at 0700 followed by "Topper weather". Slogan "1130 KAAH, hear the good news". (KV)

1140 WLRV VA Richmond - 9/14 2200 - ID and news... at 1006, it's 61 degrees in Richmond. Can be heard now. (MB-DE)

1160 WPE NY Trumanburg - 10/6 0318 - Poor under WJD/ WCOM with "Hot 91 Fresh Country".

1210 WGFS TN Bartlett - 10/12 0636 - Good with local ads, religious music. (MB-IN)

1310 WBRO GA Waynesboro - 10/17 0121 - Faded out to fair signal with WC News here for GA. ID 114. Really audible on my Kenwood防空 in my "cheap" clock radio. (RB-NC)

1500 WTOP DC Washington - 10/7 0166 - Noted off. Only WQOJ and UNID audible while seeking your KSTP (3G-HE)

1530 WMHT PA Shenandoah - 10/7 0022 - Fines, several ID's fair under WSLI. (DY-CI)

0800 to 1600 ELT

1130 WDFN MI Detroit - 10/2 1330 - Poor in noise, college football. (MB-IN)

1900 WILX TN Lawrenceburg - 10/1 0700 - Fair but without in Cuban with ID for "WLW 97.5" and "WLX 96.9", then ABC News, TN. (MB-IN)

660 CFTF ON Toronto - 10/1 2311 - News 660 ID. Local ads fair. (MB-IN)

730 WNAG PA Natronahe - 10/4 2014 - NOS mix, ID, good. (DY-CI)

820 WSCR IL Chicago - 10/9 1955 - Local ads, sports talk, tent. ID fair under WYNY. (MB-IN)

850 WYLF NY Penn Yan - 10/4 1982 - Caribbean trip promo, ID, phone number. (DY-CI)

929 CKNX ON Wingham - 10/11 2125 - "CKKN 694 Country Music Radio" into It Dales and Downtown squares. (MB-IN)

966 WFLR VA Roanoke - 10/3 1018 - Good in WRCN null with ID. CBS News, weather forecast, T.Block, News. (MB-IN)

980 KRKR ON Peterborough - 10/1 1624 - Local ads, "80 Cruise" ID, Prim Time Sports, good. (DY-CI)

990 WEIS AL Centre - 10/13 0740 - Fair, over under WLVK with GCS music, ID, ads for Becker Insurance Agency. Senior News Magazine. Log says 31 watts at night. (MB-IN)

1040 KAIN LA Vidalia - 10/8 1912 - Poor but readable in WHO null with call letters. (MB-DN)

1120 WKQX PA Oil City - 10/14 2435 - Music, "KQX" ID, fair. (DY-CI)

1150 WJGW NY Warsaw - 10/4 1049 - Local ads, "Country" ID, CW music, good. (DY-CI)

1156 WDEL DE Wilmington - 10/5 0626 - CNN News, good. (DY-CI)

1160 WJDR CA Chicago - 10/11 2145 - ID into Promises, Promises by Dionne Warwick along with a middle name that seemed to be a block gospel status. (MB-IN)

1350 WSKY ME Skowhegan - 10/7 1947 - Good with talk about NFL, music for Tents Magazine and Golf Digest. (MB-IN)

1360 WAMR TN Dowellson - 10/3 1900 - Fair with news with WJDF and WC News. (MB-IN)

1370 WCDY WV Calais - 10/15 2105 - Excellent with local WESX nullled. End of ABC news, ID, Midyear Weather Forecast, into a song by the Drifters called Fortune Teller. (MB-AK)

1370 WKL IN Fort Wayne - 10/14 2150 - ID then Tom Leyken talk show. Very good signal. (MB-IN)

1370 WTSN NH Dover - 10/11 2150 - ID "WTSN 1270", no city, into talk show. (MB-DN)

1370 WHKO OH Dayton - 10/6 2132 - "Nonstop 1290 WHKO" ID. (MB-IN)

1370 WQBB NY Rensselaer - 10/11 2150 - ID "WQBB" ID. (MB-IN)

1370 WSPF OH Toledo - 10/1 2306 - Weather, ID, station promo, good. (DY-CI)

1370 CFDA PQ Victoriaville - 10/7 2040 - Poor through CIIC and other with FF news, ad, letter ID in SE, and WC News. (MB-IN)

1505 WPAM PA Peotaw - 10/7 2234 - Oldies "WPAM" ID, fair in null. (DY-CI)

1530 WRTP NC Chapel Hill - 10/4 1897 - Sign-off announcement by female, fair. (DY-CI)

1570 WPET MA Tewson - 10/6 1705 - teleblog, ID, USA News, local news, ID, good. (DY-CI)
National Radio Club Financial Statement

The following statement is for the year

Income Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Dues</th>
<th>$14,582.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRC AM Log</td>
<td>10,765.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Manuals</td>
<td>290.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Manuals</td>
<td>42.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anniversary Book</td>
<td>138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Member Book</td>
<td>261.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>101.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprints</td>
<td>3,630.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Book</td>
<td>508.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Book</td>
<td>410.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Inc</td>
<td>74.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td><strong>$36,155.93</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expense Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printing</th>
<th>$8805.42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repair</td>
<td>1,954.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC AM Log</td>
<td>5,376.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>1,684.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expense</strong></td>
<td><strong>$14,401.06</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statement of Income (Loss or Gain)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income (All sources)</th>
<th>$36,155.93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profit or Loss</strong></td>
<td>$7,861.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Expenses</td>
<td>6,704.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Profit</strong></td>
<td>($1,156.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balance Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assets</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>$4,300.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>5,214.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9,515.41</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liabilities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deferred Dues</td>
<td>($7,803.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Worth</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,711.66</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We continue to keep club expenses at a minimum to keep annual subscriptions at their present rates, in spite of rising costs. Remember - your continued support for NRC products will enable us to keep overall increases to a minimum.

-Dick Haxay
Treasurer, National Radio Club

Bruce Elving's FM Atlas ...15th Edition

The world-famous guide which has served FM DXers for over 20 years is available from NRC Publications at the special price of $16.00. NY orders, please add sales tax.
You may have noticed elsewhere in DXN that a number of Quebec stations have left the air, most notably 1086, 1100 and 1570. Give them a chance to listen and let us know if you get anything under KWQ or WBYA. 1570 sounds like a friendly frequency with CKLQ, CFQR and CHLO not silent or departed for FM.

Tom Beaton, Mark Connelly, and Bruce Cowke attended the BADX (Boston Area DXers) meeting Bruce provided formatted copies of 1000+ DXers for everyone. Mark discussed antenna phasing theory. Hopefully, we can collect the curiosity of some BADX/NASWA DXers to join the NRC and become IDsX regulars.

Either this season is one of the best in a long time or there are lots of new listeners reporting in. Either way, it’s a great season when we seem to be able to tune in something from Canada right now and enjoy it all.

Welcome to new reporter David Yee of Dallas TX, right next to my original DX base in New Canaan. We hope to hear from you often, David. And we also get a trip from Felipe Piel of Rio de Janeiro. Welcome, Felipe!

Just for fun, let’s see how many states, provinces, and countries will be represented as 100+ DXers listening sites this season. So far: NH, MA, CT, NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD, NC, VA, FL, GA, IA, KS, OR, CA, HI, NE, ON, MB, Jamaica, United Kingdom, Sweden, Dominican Republic, Venezuela, and Brazil. If your state, province, or country isn’t on the list, why not drop us a line and tell us what you’re hearing?

Many thanks to all who have formatted their logs as shown below; you have saved me several hours of work.

---

TRANS-ATLANTIC DX

531 SPAIN. OCT 19 2357 - man in SS, then woman in SS, then segments of a jazz - rap song were played. Good signal, dominant, stronger than CQSO on 530. [Connelly-M.jpg]

532 ALGERIA Ain El Beida. OCT 19 0015 - had some audio on my SW1 with the KIWA loop. Rare for me because my home QSO (now for checkup doesn’t tune much below 540 kc.

539 Les Tramplers. OCT 19 2353 - AA group vocal with drums, electronic synthesizers, flute, violins. Excellent, as good as 0 SW1. [Connelly-M.jpg]

545 SPAIN. Madrid RNE, OCT 18 2329 - very good with man in SS. [Strojai-NJ] OCT 20 2255 - SS talk 2329 - 2330 and 260 and Radios Nacional de Tr. Tango.


531 CANARY ISLANDS. OCT 18 2330 - RNE, Santa Cruz. OCT 15 0015 - With SS talk by man / 681, later some music heard. First time audio heard on this one. [Braden-D] OCT 19 2349 - man in SS good.

612 NORWAY. NRK. OCT 21 2325 - Oye Como Va by Santana, then Echoes Norwegian chat. / 1314. Best signal in years. SKS 333 [Burnett-NJ]

539 SPAIN. Coruna et al. OCT 19 2348 - man & woman in SS good, getting by CB on others on 640. OCT 23 0305 - Fair with rhythmic SS music. [Connelly-M.jpg]

628 SAUD Arabia Jeddah. OCT 20 2244 - AA vocal / 1350, good on peaks. Thats is fairly rare. KIWA loop. [Dangerefield-PA] OCT 20 0334 - KIWA loop. [Dangerefield-PA] OCT 20 0435 - woman speaking in SS. OCT 24 0128 - man and woman reading news items. [Strojai-NY] OCT 21 0129 - EZL music in SS, fair. [Yeats-CT] OCT 25 0320 - stringent TA signal of the season, clearly audible in 2 kHz width which gives better clarity than 1 kHz; with man and woman in light discusson, pipe on air as CADL. OCT 24 0015 - As "Radio Nacional de Espa"a... his notion is it... and, comment on other alternate news items. Now that I've fixed it, although heard with audio more frequently than any other TA this season, even on nights with auroral conditions. [Strojai-NY]

720 GREENLAND. OCT 21 2339 - Man in Danish with long monologue talk. Exceet place but deadly boring program. First time noted in 4 or 5 years, QRM from CHTN, Bti, SI5 and others, SKO 322-1. Checked 1530 but no sign of much wanted ARTBS. [Burnett-NJ]

720 NORTHERN IRELAND. OCT 21 2349 - Under/under CHTN et all with marine conditions. SKSO 221 [Burnett-NJ]

729 SPAIN. Synchronized. OCT 19 2230 - Fair audio with woman speaking in SS. This is usually the weak sister of the RNE-1 [Dangerefield-PA]

736 SPAIN RNEI Barcelona, OCT 17 0457 - Pots with SS talk by man / 855. No sign of 681 by that time. tangent DEC OCT 20 2145 - Fair with man and woman SS talk. [Strojai-NJ] OCT 20 0459 - SS talk / 621, 639, 7745, others, very good. [Connelly-M.jpg]

737 HOLLAND. Flevoland. OCT 21 2340 - with live instrumental music excellent. [Strojai-NJ]

756 SPAIN. OCT 19 2345 - SS talk by man & interepreted string music, good with no sign of the German. [Connnelly-M.jpg]

757 SWITZERLAND. OCT 20 0456 - classical music, man & woman in SS; good. [Connelly-M.jpg]

757 SENEGAL Dakar, OCT 19 2350 - Man speaking FF. Same noted at 2315. Weak signal. Doesn’t bounce in here as it seems to in Massachusetts. But back in the 40s, it was local like most of the time. [Dangerefield-PA]

774 SPAIN. synchronized. OCT 23 0335 - SS talk, poor to fair, dined up by ship from CDRD-800 & WARC-700. [Dangerefield-PA]

835 SPAIN Murcia et al. OCT 20 0454 - SS talk good with WEFL-850 phased. [Connelly-M.jpg] OCT 22 0145 - Audible on Audio Sony SW1, the usual man and woman talking.

847 EGYPT. OCT 23 0335 - Male Koran vocal. 979.1, Kyah! Like those of a large empty room. Good 59-50 peak better than the SW1 / which was QRM by an EE station on 9795. Thanks to Bruce Coy for E-mail tip on this. [Connelly-M.jpg]

847 Uniform. OCT 14 2359 - Male vocal in what sounded like FF, but WRITR doesn’t have them scheduled tonight, or at any of the other powerful stations on the channel. Checked for / no pipe here when heard on 853. [Braden-D.jpg]

852 ENGLAND Wathford et al. OCT 20 0452 - FF talk by man; fair in WCBV site. [Connelly-M.jpg]

867 ALGERIA Algers, OCT 18 2240-2241 - good with man and woman in AA, Middle Eastern music, looking out to WLS by 2245. OCT 19 2205-2110 - Very loud and clear with woman dominance in AA, no domestic interference at this time. This one will become impossible for me in the future near. Local WBAO 890, which has been switching to 1060 kHz at sunset has announced it will be going full-time on 890. Goodbye Algeria! A real shame for me because they are my strongest TA. [DeLorenzo-MA] - Maybe you could write to their national government and encourage them to lobby the international protestation, or at least have a protest here in New England? - Jan OCT 20 0140 - female vocal & strings; loud, 59-30. OCT 20 2210 - man & woman in AA; garanging signal. [Connelly-M.jpg] OCT 22 0129 - Strong with AA girl singer even on the Sony SW1. [Connelly-M.jpg] OCT 23 0350 - AA female vocal; only fair to good (59 peak) in substandard band conditions. [Connelly-M.jpg]

869 ENGLAND. Synchoronized. OCT 20 0458 - BBC EE discussion; fair in slp. [Connelly-M.jpg]

867 SPAIN. Madrid. OCT 18 2240 - Excellent with prop vocals, male SS announcer, ads, then phone calls. [Strojai-NJ] OCT 20 0350 - loud with SS talk by 2 announcers. [Connelly-M.jpg]

869 CZECH REP., very likely Prague synchroneous trans. OCT 21 2229 - Rod Stewart song then man and woman with talk in Slav lang. Over to Spain, SKO 335 [Burnett-NJ]

867 FINLAND R. Finnland, OCT 21 2342 - EZ news about European Union and Finnish activities. SKSO 332 [Burnett-NJ]

867 ALGIBRA Algiers, OCT 18 2230 - Very clear with AA type music and singing. [Dangerefield-PA] OCT 20 2333 - AA music, poor in WTRY slip with semi-local WCAP phased. [Connelly-M.jpg]
WALES. BBC, Tywyn, OCT 21 2359 - 'BBC News and Sport' ID then into news, leading off with several minutes of standup comedy by John Craven, who was on the air from 2300 to 2359.

GERMANY. Deutschland Radio, 21.2229 - 'Talk about the Ringings Bros circus' and Wyatt Earp, later a look at 'Deutschland Radio Berlin' 21.2229 - news on the same programme.

SPAIN. MADRID COPE, OCT 25 2200 - all over the demographics with 2 men having political discussions, but interesting.

GERMANY. SWF Rheinbender, OCT 17 0039 - Poor with GG talk / 1725, soft rock music.


SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.


Greece. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.


SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.
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SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.


SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.


SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.


SPAIN. BURGOS SUE, OCT 21 2218 - Woman with woman's talk, inst. [Strass-N]

GERMANY. SRF Schweizer, OCT 17 0023 - Poor with GG talk / 17/26, soft rock music, phi Collins, etc. [Brand-D] OCT 19 2215 - GG talk by man, sometimes.

PAN-AMERICAN DX

540 MEXICO XEMX Monterey N, OCT 18 0415 - Fair with Ranchera music. OCT 19 0714 Fair talk about streets of Huanitzin in Ss [Resier/LA]

522a CUBA R. Rebelle, OCT 24 0558 - With three pipes, Rebelle ID, then program of music. "...samba, rumba ...", parallel 710. Previously heard as ForroNegro [Rene-NY]. R. Rebelle strong OCT 24 0417 - With Cuban music, talk /7 9852. [Yocits-CT]

595 DOMINICAN JIBS Radio, Hildesheim, OCT 24 0155 - Good with Caravel Top 40. [Cont-NH]

595b CUBA XEMO XEMO, OCT 3 0115 - US Ss talk, corresponding reports, "Super Caminos" ID good. [Yocits-CT]

604 CUBA Guanabacoa, OCT 18 0415 - Fair SS SSB. [Resier/LA]

670 VENEZUELA R. Rumbon, Caracas, OCT 14 0215 - Excellent. "Titulares de las noticias mas importantes". Excellent news headlines with distinctive chimes, adias music. /5 5969, over R. Rebelle Cuba. [Cont-NH] OCT 24 0015 - Heard an interesting announcement on what I presumed was Rumbon 650. There was quite a jumble, but heard what was a distinctly English network announcement delivered by a female with lots of YY, None mentioned. This was last heard on OCT 23rd many times in the day. Only heard once and it was clear after quite a bit of static. Have to listen more regularly to see if this is a usual programming feature. Radio Mar Caribe Internacional-650 has been using an English sign-off for years at around 0600, delivered by a female, followed by a male with the same announcement. [Yocits-CT, YEMY-ON] Every so often you hear something unusual like this on this LA station, as if they know they have North American listeners - [Jim]

690 MEXICO XEMX-FM, Mexico City, OCT 17 0749 0410 and OCT 19 0333 0610 - Programs of Mexican pop music with announcements by man. National Anthem at about 0600 both nights, after which program continued. No recorded announcements heard, but several LA by announcer, most simply as "XEMX" without any slogan, one adding "transmitiendo desde Frente Zapatista." [Leszczynski/LA]

690a unID JAMMER OCT 24 0220 - Loud, wideband, buzzing, dominant, making reception of anything but CBE-Montreal impossible. Hopefully this won't be around for the HF DX contest soon. [Cont-NH]

710 CUBA CMW La Juila, OCT 18 0200 - Fair talk show in Ss [Resier/LA]

730 MEXICO XEMX-MX, OCT 18 0040 - Fair with talk about Mexico and the U.S. in Ss. [Resier/LA]

740 CUBA XEMX-R, OCT 24 0245 - Very good, usual format. ID, CBL off. [Yocits-CT]

750 VENEZUELA R. Caracas Radio, OCT 9 2330 - News, ID, very good. [Yocits-CT]

680 CUBA La Juila, OCT 18 0015 - Fair song by Alma in Ss. [Resier/LA]

840 HATTI Cap Haute, YVEF, OCT 13 0502 - With ID, Timecheck, Creole talk, ballads, super signal. [Sturz-NJ]

300 MEXICO XEMX-MX, OCT 18 0019 - Good talk in Ss on health care. [Resier/LA]

962 COLOMBIA Magagua II(P), OCT 14 0940 - With man and woman Ss talk. CARACOL ID, over. [Sturz-NJ]

1000 COLOMBIA XEMT, Cartagena, OCT 24 0300 - Good with interview and news, over a grave of unID Latin American stations, including another from Colombia and possibly lots of R.Tachira. [Cont-NH]

1000 MEXICO XEMX Monterrey NL, OCT 19 0025 - Fair but cut by erlanda Bonna. [Resier/LA]

1060 CUBA OCT 25 0010 - Two stations here at equal levels at WTCX null likely. [R. Rebelle Cuba]

1102 COLOMBIA HJAT CARACOL, Barranquilla, OCT 5 0029 - CARACOL news, Barranquilla ID, good. [Yocits-CT]

1110 VENEZUELA R. Cansado, OCT 9 2047 - canned ID, fair [Yocits-CT]

1311 UNID OCT 5 0032 - Caribbean-accented EL, lots of ads, could be Arabic, faded, poor. [Yocits-CT] (Maybe CMMR in Toronto or WLQY in Florida? Arabia rarely reported outside of FL/Carib area. - Jim)

1375 ST. HELENE ET Miquelon, OCT 21 2355 - Very much stronger than during the past few weeks - perhaps their new renovators have come faster than planned, with lively instrumental music. /5 1419 [Burnell-NY] OCT 22 0545 - back here with a good signal, man in pop followed by pop music. Obviously they've straighted out their technical problems. OCT 26 0325 hit back in the USSF last night. Bitters orginal playing in. [Connolly-MIL] OCT 22 0405 & OCT 23 0520 - 1350 a back and it's loud. Good last night and tonight. [Connolly-MIL] OCT 22, 23, 24, noted evenings, first time in a while. [Yocits-CT]

STATION NEWS

BRAZIL: R. Gaucha 600 may be very easily identified because every 15 minutes throughout the program day (xx 09, xx 15, xx 30, xx 45) they put a time maker (three short pips and one long pip) without interrupting the programming. From Tuesday through Saturday 0300-0600 UTC (Brazilian summer time 0200-0500) they carry a call-in show called "Gaucha na Madrugada" hosted by Jamee Joksen (sp), unless there are sports or an election. Radio Gaucha may be a good "beacon" for you when trying southeastern stations of Brazil. Radio Gaucha shortwave usually goes on at 0600 (0500 summer). And remember, summer in Brazil is winter in North America. [Mrs. SAS] R. Gaucha also has offered to try to provide information concerning Brazilian stations. He says that he can check addresses of Brazilian stations (at the rate of one per month) or even take your reception report and send one in Portuguese to the station for you. "I do not have much free time now to help more, because I am unemployed," he concludes. I would suggest that they help you out on postage. And be patient, may between the continents can be slow. Felipe L. G. Faria - Rua Sacerdote Verginheiro 292/304 - Rio de Janeiro - RJ - 22230-901 - Brasil (sp)

UNITED KINGDOM: Sunrise Radio, the Asian Service for London, has stopped using its original public service transmitter on 141kHz in West London. Until recently 1415 was mostly in parallel with 1458kHz although some separate programmes were carried. 2210 now carries a multi-lingual tape loop advising listeners to return to 1458kHz which is the high power Brookmans Park transmitter formerly used by the BBC station GLR. [Steve White, Medium Wave News, OCT 21, via e-mail]

CONTRIBUTORS (@ - via e-mail)

Tom Beaton, Manchester MA.

Steve Braun, Wyoming DE - 8000, Quantum Loop. [DHFTRA@Prodigy.com], [773-922-6756] [email.com]

Jean Burnett, St. John's NF; Icon IC-72A, 900-foot wire at Northern Europe. [burnnell@won.net.ca]

Mark Corcoran, Billericay MA, Drake 58, antenna system: non-recessed sloper (approx. 370 ft) and 35 meter, single parasitic loop, phased with EL-1 phasing unit. Mini-MV7-3 regenerative tuner/prec. [Bruce Coni, Nashua, NH; KF-2010 with K8W filter upgrade. MV7X-5, 30 meter longwave, 22 meter southeast sloper [lkfe@alk.com]]

Den Egerfield, Walsingham PA, 170-180, TVWA loop except where noted. [Marc DeLorenzo, Framingham MA; Clenape Car Radio, Felipe L. G. Faria, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil. Werner Funkenhouser, DX Contest, Kansas City, MO]

Henry Lazzaro, New Orleans, LA; Thomas Reiser DXing from New Orleans LA, SSB CQ 2003 with built-in antennas; [Jim Renfehrch, Rochester NY, QTH-180, Radio West Loop. [JimRenfehrch@AOL.com]

Eliot Strauss, Toms River NJ; R & K YWFA/Quantum loops.

David Ycon, Dayton CT; ICON 321A, 160 LW.

UNCENSORED: the highlights of the 1994 NRC Convention on video!

Two hours, nineteen minutes of what really happened at the New Hampshire Convention, on a 7.120 VHS tape. Taped by Ernie J. Wescoski. $20.00. Order from NRC Publications; NY orders, please add sales tax.

The DXpedition Handbook is simply all you need to plan your next DXpedition. $8.95 to NRC members; $12.95 to non-members. Order from NRC Publications - Box 164 - Mansville, NY 13661. NY orders, please add sales tax.
The new DX season is well underway. If you haven’t had the opportunity to do some listening, now’s the time. Some of the best conditions for DXing are in November.

Considering installation of a new antenna wire? Here’s something to think about.

Wire And Skin Effect

A good source of antenna wire is the local hardware store. In insulated stranded, 12 AWG copper wire, having it stranded is great for construction of durable longers and loopers. The ceramic-style home center chaos stows, such as Home Depot or Builders Square, sell the “UL-listed” THHN wire for 4 x 9 feet per foot. The cost usually depends upon the insulation color. Brown is typically the most expensive because of low demand, but may also be preferred for camouflaging. In general, the insulation protects the copper from oxidation, and from making contact with tree branches along its path. Why use such a heavy gauge wire? Sure, it might be overkill. But it will withstand stormy weather much better than the regular wire for electronics or those shortwave antenna kits. Also, radio-frequency (RF) current doesn’t travel down a wire the same way conventional current travels (lower frequency current). Instead, the RF current is carried by the outer surface or skin of the wire, which increases the RF resistance. This is known as the skin effect in theory. At 1000 kHz, the RF attenuation of a wire can be a multiple of 12 dB greater at 100 MHz.

The higher gauge wire has a lower resistance, resulting in a lower RF current, resulting in a lower resistance. However, the lower gauge wire has a larger circumference, thus more surface area to carry the RF current, resulting in a lower resistance. TV antenna manufacturers take advantage of this effect by using tubing to reduce weight, knowing that most of the signal flow is carried by the skin. It’s questionable how much of an effect there really is at medium frequency. But since installing the heavier gauge wire at any location, I believe gain has increased compared to the 18 AWG wires previously used. Comments anyone?

Skin Depth of Copper

60 Hz 8.5 mm
500 Hz 0.21 mm
1000 Hz 0.06 mm
8000 Hz 0.01 mm
10 MHz 0.002 mm


Bandscan

The 21 states/provinces heard in the following bandscan, using a stock receiver in a city environment, are good targets for Chicago and DXers and beginner DXers in rural locations...

---
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Radio Roundup

Greetings all... Radio history buffs may want to check out a new publication from Edward B. Jr., entitled Granite State and Other. The Chroncile of New Hampshire Broadcasting. This 100-page plus periodical is available from the New Hampshire Association of Broadcasters, 10 Chestnut Drive, Bedford, NH 03101. The $10 price includes shipping. As a side note, Ed also is a well known collector of Air Checks, and has a catalog that looks like a telephone directory. The NCSers interested in this aspect of the broadcast band hobby.

He may be reached directly at Man From Mars Productions, 159 Orange Street, Manchester, NH 03104 or (603) 666-4978. January 1, 1994 saw a change in the city of license for KMAZ-120. Its former city of license, Flat River, MO, was consolidated with nearby Elsberry, and the new station now the new city of Park Hills, MO. Thus, KMAZ-120 is now being assigned to Park Hills, MO. KSZ-550 has joined the ranks of AM and FM stations simulcasting local TV stations. KSZ-550 is now simulcasting Newscast Channel 5 at 6:00 p.m. CST with anchors Dan Gray and Jeanne Lane, Bob Richards with weather and Mike Bush on sports, simulcast with KSDK-5. That’s the second AM-FM simulcast in the St. Louis market. WLBV-1260 carries Sports at 5:00, simulcast with KTV-2 with Dick Ford and Mandy Murphy, weather with Dave注意和多个作者的出版物，以及年份的出版物，采用与前一年的详细审查。
Dave Schmidt
P. O. Box 11502
Wilmingon, DE 19850-1502

Hello everybody! Well, there is no basketball season, and now no hockey season! I'm now a member of 12 XClubs! I'm an avid film and TV nut, as well as a UFO believer! I think that TV and film stations are not as cooperative as AM stations in verifying reports, but I'm glad to see the number of new XFM & TV stations on the air. I'm not sure how many are actually in operation, but I'm glad to see them. I'm also glad to see the number of new stations that are being verified. I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year. I'm glad to see the number of new stations that are being verified. I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year.

JERRY SPAHR: I'm going to Hawaii on a vacation. Well, I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year. I'm glad to see the number of new stations that are being verified. I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year.
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GERALD BRENNAN: I'm going to Hawaii on a vacation. Well, I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year. I'm glad to see the number of new stations that are being verified. I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year.
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GERALD BRENNAN: I'm going to Hawaii on a vacation. Well, I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year. I'm glad to see the number of new stations that are being verified. I think that the number of stations has increased significantly in the last year.